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In October for cooking we made homemade pasta from semolina flour.  We talk about where flour 
comes from and how it’s is made by grinding the grain. We also learned new homophones:  
“knead”/ “need” and “flower”/ “flour” for our vocabulary.  Wenda let us borrow her doughnut 
maker to make cinnamon doughnuts.  That was yummy! 

For science, we studied the life cycle of the butterfly and moth.  Our new vocabulary words were 
“larvae”, “pupa”, “frass.”, “molt”, exoskeleton.”  Ms. Hallie also discussed this vocabulary during 
class as reinforcement. 

Wenda, Lilian’s mom brought us a hornworm she found in her tomato garden.  We were able to 
identify it by counting the stripes to discover we had a tobacco hornworm! 

We fed him tomatoes and tomato leaves every day. Joy explained that insect poop is called 
“frass.” We also learned that hornworms, burrow in dirt to become pupas, rather than hang from 
leaves.  So, when it was time, we found a container and filled it with dirt.  We all watched him 
burrowed right to the bottom.  That was cool. We are now waiting for him to turn into a pupa. 

Students also found green caterpillars in our edible garden eating our recently planted kale (wait -
-that’s an edible garden for us, not the insects!)  Of course we kept them and fed them. We 
researched and found out they are called green cabbage caterpillars/worms and turn into small 
white butterflies We learned that cabbage worms produce silk and molt their exoskeleton five 
times before becoming pupas—wow!  Many of them now have turned into chrysalises. So, we are 
patiently waiting for their transformation. 

For art, we began studying David Hockney-- and used soft pastels to make a group interpretation 
of one of his famous iPad paintings of Yosemite National Park.  This student artwork is in our art 
display room for your review 

I choose this artist to study because there’s a new exhibit of Hockney’s work, including about 150 
iPad images, opened a few Saturdays ago in the “de Young Museum” in Golden Gate Park, San 
Francisco.  Some Silicon Valley “techies” developed the hardware and software for this 21st-
century reinvention of finger-painting. I am encouraging all parents to take their children to see 
this exhibit.  

In addition to our continued study of insects, we will continue to study our life-sized skeleton 
“Bart” for science.  In cooking we will make grilled cheese sandwiches with fancy cheeses and 
yummy herbs. In art, we will continue our study of David Hockney and explore new mediums to 
use.   

 


